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In order to give teisho on this koan, it is necessary to understand the meaning of

the  words  used  in  this  koan.   In  particular,  it  is  necessary  to  understand  the  words

"Buddha", or "mind" or "heart".  And that's what I've been talking about these last days.

I've been preparing us to enter into the koan by talking about the meaning of these words.

I've been speaking about these for three days and I've forgotten what I've been talking

about, for these three days, but I imagine I've been talking about the two essential forces

that Buddhism says we have to recognize.  

We call these two essential activities tatha-gata and tatha-agata.  I've been telling

you that the  tatha-gata activity can be understood to be the plus activity, the activity

which affirms the self. The tatha-agata can be understood to be the minus activity, or

the activity which negates the self.  I believe I must have been talking in some detail

about these two essential forces.  And I think I also told you that when we personify the

activity of both these forces together we call it the heart activity.  

In other  words,  conversely,  if  we analyze  the heart  activity,  or the activity  of

mind, we can think about it in terms of these two essential activities.  In other words, as

I've been telling you, you can understand your heart to have these two essential functions.

The way of Buddhist thinking is to say that everyone is the same, in that every

existent being is the same, in that it is our heart, or our mind activity that is forming us.

When we think about these two opposing forces, because they are opposite from each

other, it is possible to think about them back to back.  Although it is possible to think

about it that way, everyone knows from their own experience that these two opposite

forces inevitably meet each other.  
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We can,  at  least  provisionally,  personify  the  individual  activities  of  plus  and

minus.   As  well  as  personifying  the  activity  of  them working  together  as  the  heart

activity, we can see that plus has a plus self and minus has a minus self, in a personified

way.  Thinking about it in this way, when the plus and minus selves meet each other then

naturally they'll talk to each other.  They'll have a conversation and say:  Where did you

come from?  

The teaching of Buddhism says that there really is only one way for both of them

to answer.  The plus activity has to say "I departed from my plus source".  And the minus

activity has to say "I departed from my minus source.  And then after leaving my source I

am meeting you."  

At  least  as  one  temporary  teaching,  Buddhism teaches  that  that  meeting  will

undoubtedly be broken through.  Then the plus activity will be walking through the world

that minus had previously been walking through and he will arrive at the very source of

minus.

Plus left the origin of plus and walked, and made the plus world and finally met

minus.  And now when they break through each other, minus enters that world that plus

had been walking in and then comes to arrive at the origin of plus.  

When plus and minus break through each other, they cannot break through each

other randomly or unconditionally.  There is a law governing that breakthrough.  They

have to separate from each other in order to break through each other, and that activity of

separating from each other is the activity of them giving birth to an imperfect space in

between them.  When plus and minus first break through each other they give birth to

imperfect space.  And I've been talking to you about how they give birth to that imperfect

space.  They have to give a part of themselves.

Sometimes I say that they give one-hundredth million part of their total power,

but in any case they have to give an infinitesimal faint, faint, tiny part of themselves.

And when these two equal infinitesimal portions of plus and minus come together they

manifest incomplete zero in between plus and minus.   The amount they give is smaller

than  you  can  imagine.   Although  I  have  been  using  numbers  like  one-hundredth

millionth, or one ten-thousandth, really this is the smaller than the smallest amount, the
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infinitesimal, that is sacrificed by plus and minus.  The ultimately small amount. It is by

both plus and minus giving this part of themselves that they are able to separate from

each other.

Tathagata Zen explains this activity  and says that when plus and minus break

through each other, then they inevitably go on and arrive a the origin of the other.  I've

been talking to you about reviewing, and what I mean is to listen very carefully to what I

say in teisho, and then to say the very same thing to yourself sitting in zazen.  This is one

way of zazen practice. 

  This is a very important part of the activity to contemplate in zazen, to review in

zazen,  this  breakthrough.   Plus  and  minus  break  through  each  other  and  give  an

infinitesimal part of themselves.  Infinitesimal plus and infinitesimal minus become one

and manifest themselves as infinitesimal zero.  This is imperfect space.  In other words,

this is the total space, the great cosmos itself, the perfect complete space, limited.  That

limited space appears between plus and minus.  

Then plus and minus arrive at each others origin.  Plus is at the origin of minus

and minus is at the origin of plus.  Therefore they both do not need to move forward any

more.   The teaching of Tathagata Zen says that  when plus and minus arrive at  each

other's origin arrive at each other's origin, what do you think, is that the end of the story?

Is this the end of the nature of plus and minus?  

Of course it isn't.  Although plus has seen clearly to the bottom of the origin of

minus and minus has seen clearly to the bottom of the origin of plus, although they may

stop for a moment, they aren't allowed to stop.  They influence each other.  And this force

of each influencing each other causes the other to turn around, and now plus, at the origin

of minus, looks back t his own origin.  Minus turns around and looks back at her own

origin.  This is what we call plus and minus transforming themselves.  If plus and minus

did not do this activity of disguising themselves as the other, or transforming themselves

into the other, they couldn't see back towards their own origin.

Buddhism  uses  this  word  "Bakeru,  化ける ."   The  translator's  been  saying

transform, or disguise as, and this word also can be translated as incarnate or "Keshin."  I

think that,  although other teachings and religions talk about incarnation,  the way that
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Tathagata Zen uses this word is different than the way this word is usually used.  So,

please incarnate yourself carefully when you contemplate this so as not to be mistaken.

This same root word comes up in the word "Bakemono", which means ghost, or

phantom.  So when you think about phantoming yourself, or when you think about what a

phantom or ghost is, don't make a mistake.  It isn't something other than you.  You are the

phantom.  Investigate this yourself.  Contemplate this yourself.   Manifest this activity

yourself.  

Plus and minus have broken through each other and arrived at each other's origin

and are turned around by themselves into each other.  Now they look back towards their

own origin.  Without fail they will phantom themselves.  Although they do inevitably

phantom themselves, and turn around and face their own origin, as I've been telling you,

they cannot actually see all the way back to their own origin.  This is where you have to

give rise to the doubt that asks "Why?  Why is it that they cannot see back to their own

source?"  

In Tathagata Zen we say that you cannot take this fact at face value that plus and

minus cannot see back to their own origin.  You have to ask why it is that they cannot.

You have to  contemplate,  and investigate  and practice,  and manifest  this  activity  for

yourself, until that why disappears.

Although I have personified this activity and called it the heart activity, in fact, in

the original condition both plus and minus have no selves, they have no will.  Both are

acting totally will-lessly, so in fact they don't have this question why.  It is only when

plus  and minus have  developed  the  kind  of  consciousness  that  knows the  self,  have

developed the self-knowing-I-am consciousness, that the question why arises.  The minus

activity is now at the source of plus, and she has turned around and she is looking back

towards her own self.  But what she sees is her child.  She sees her own child.  That is

why the minus activity that was at the source of plus, and who wants to see back to her

own origin, cannot see her own origin.  Because that child of hers is blocking the way.

It's in the way, it's in between her and her origin.  
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Plus is similar in this.  He is at the origin of minus, and he turn around and even if

he tries his hardest to see back to his own origin, for the same reason.  The child, which is

the same child, the child of plus and minus, is blocking his view.

People like to talk about growth, or evolution or development.  But this is one of

the very first stage of growing up, or developing.  This arriving at the origin of the other,

and turning around, and wanting to see back to your own origin place, your own home

town, but not being able to.  That's the teaching of Buddhism.  Everyone manifests that

stage.  Everyone experiences that experience.  And, as I told you the first day, according

to Tathagata Zen, although plus and minus cannot see back to their own sources, because

the child is in the way, they can THINK that, behind the child, veiled by the child, is their

origin.  They can think that their origin exists.  The minus activity, who is now doing

plus, having phantomed herself into plus, thinks that behind the child, her original place

exists.  But now she has to prove it to herself.  She has to appeal to her own doing of it,

and go back to that source.  And the plus activity is the same way.  He thinks that his

source exists, but now he has to DO just as he thought.  And that doing means to return to

his own origin.

Now they're both doing the activity of going home, going back to their  origin

place.  And in the middle of that journey again they meet each other. 

  This second meeting is very important.  This is a koan.  This is something you

have to contemplate carefully.  What happens when they meet each other?  What do you

think?  Now the plus activity who has phantomed himself into minus and is doing minus,

meets his child, and picks back up the plus part of that child.  And minus is the same.

She is now doing plus, but she meets her child, and picks up the minus part of that child

and now they return to their original states.  The states they were in before, and become

the pure plus and minus activity.  The moment that happens, a new state of the source

manifests.

According to the teaching of Tathagata Zen, when we looked at this activity from

the point of view of the child, what happens to the child?  The child  who had been born.
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The child who had been born through a lot of trouble, there had been a lot of work that

had to be gone through in order to birth this child, actually now has to dissolve itself

again.  It returns to plus what it had gotten from plus and it returns to minus what it had

gotten from minus, and through this child self dissolving itself, plus and minus return to

their original pure selves, and a new source manifests.  This is where the why question

should vanish.  Now the doubt is gone, and plus and minus  both simultaneously have

returned to their own source.  And now, at once, again, they turn around.  And again they

look upon their own pasts.  

Now, according to Tathagata Zen, now is when for the first time both plus and

minus manifest the wisdom that clearly knows that they are living in one shared world

together.  That they are holding their one shard home together. 

  In  fact  in  the  original  condition,  of  course,  plus  and  minus  don't  have

consciousness.  But when consciousness does develop this is the kind of consciousness

that does manifest.  Therefore, when you contemplate your origin, you should know, that

according to Tathagata Zen, your origin is the state in which the two essential forces are

unified.  That is to say that the two essential activities are holding the one world together.

Do not however, think about the two essential  forces holding their  one shared

world together in a superficial way.  You have to really delve into this and manifest it for

yourself, in order to know what this means.  This situation means that the plus activity

has totally given himself to the minus activity.  And in this case the minus activity has

completely done the activity of receiving that giving.  Giving needs receiving in order to

be done.  If the receiving activity were not done simultaneously it wouldn't be possible

for the giving activity to be done.  But because both are done simultaneously, plus and

minus can completely unify.  The two forces are manifesting the state of holding this one

world together.

The  two  forces  are  manifesting  this  one  world  together,  this  state  of  utter

unification, and the reason why that can come into being is because the giving activity

and the receiving activity are done at the very same time.  Utterly simultaneously.  Zen
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practice  demands,  commands  you  to  know  this  for  yourself,  to  experience  this  for

yourself.

In Tathagata Zen we talk about mother hood.  As a mother, you have to, as if you

were in a life and death struggle, you have to educate your child.  It is only because there

is something being given that you can receive.  It is only because there is a receiving

activity,  that  you  can  do  the  giving  activity.   This  is  what  you  should  carefully

contemplate according to Tathagata Zen.

As I was talking about yesterday, when the two activities first meet each other,

and experience half of the world, that is called the world of the separation of subject and

object.  This is when the "I am" self manifests.  This is when tatha-gata and tatha-agata

clearly separate from each other.  That's what we mean by subject and object separating.

When  the two activities have arrived at the origin of the other, after breaking through

their first meeting, that is the manifestation of the separation of subject and object.  But

when they return to their own origin that is the unification of subject and object.  It is

through the activity of unifying subject and object that one step in the process has been

completed.  When the activity of the Tathagata, when the Dharma activity manifests a

state of the separation of subject and object, then the imperfect "I am" self is born.  And

then, when that same Dharma activity manifests the unification of subject and object, that

"I am" self vanishes.  Then that "I am self" divides itself in two and dissolves itself.  Then

plus and minus return to their original complete function.  When plus and minus have

returned  to  their  pure  activities,  then  truly  they  are  manifesting  the  activity  of  truly

holding their  one shared home together.    Then husband,  the plus  activity,  the  man,

manifests the wisdom that knows:  "My wife and I are perfectly matched.  We may be

opposite but we are holding our one shared home together.  We are living in the same

exact world."  And the wife has the same realization.  The wisdom arises that knows:

"My husband and I are sharing the holding of our one shared world perfectly".

I'm old and when I tell this story and know I leave out a lot of important parts

And I know I inadequately explain important parts.  I really want to write it down for

you, and read it over and correct it so that you can study it.  But actually but what you

need to do anyway, is to sit zazen and contemplate it deeply for yourselves.  Contemplate
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this activity of the separation of subject and object and unification of subject and object

for yourself.  So you can know it for yourself.  

The  state  of  the  source,  according  to  Buddhism,  is  plus  and  minus  working

together in their one shared world.  And Buddhism further says that unfailingly they will

manifest the state of separating subject and object, and the state of unifying subject and

object,  and through those manifest  a  new state  of  the  source.   In  the  process  of  the

Dharma activity manifesting a brand new activity, undoubtedly a new self is born, and

that new self dissolves.  This is what you should contemplate.  This is what you should

actually  be  doing  when  you  do  Zen  practice.   Of  course,  for  people  who  are

unquestioningly accepting the existence of the "I am" proclaiming self, in the beginning,

Zen practice is going to seem totally irrelevance.  It's going to seem totally uninteresting

to them.

So Zen teachers from the start have to teach exactly what it means to be born, and

exactly what it  means to dissolve the self.   That's why it's  no easy task being a Zen

teacher.  It's really a lot of work.   On the other hand, the Zen that seems to be popular in

America is the kind of Zen in which people DO unquestioningly accept the existence of

the fixated "I am" self, and study Zen just like they're studying any other thing.  So the

teacher's  who are teaching that  kind of Zen, I  guess they don't  have to struggle very

much.  But for you folks, I want you to do now, is to clearly manifest the wisdom that

knows the activity of separating subject and object and the activity of unifying subject

and object.  Subject and object separate and unify.  Subject and object separate and unify

innumerable times, until finally the state manifests that is the opposite of the ultimately

infinitesimal state.  The ultimately large state then manifests.  The original source, the

root  origin,  was the ultimately  infinitesimal,  the  ultimately  small.   The  result  of that

origin  is  the  ultimately  large.   But  how  many  times  do  you  think  the  activities  of

separating subject and object and unifying object and subject happens in the process of

the ultimately small manifesting the result of ultimately large? 

 No matter how advanced a computer you cook up, I don't think they'll be able to

give you the answer to this.  I don't think they'll tell you exactly how many hundreds, or

millions, or billions of times the activity of the Dharma separates subject and object and
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unify subject and object in the process of the ultimately small becoming the ultimately

large.  This is why in Buddhism we use the term "Muryo Musu", to describe how many

times.  That means innumerable, uncountable times subject and object separate and unify

in the process of ultimately small manifesting the ultimately large.

I hope from listening carefully to all this you will be able to understand what

exactly your heart activity is doing.  The ultimately large manifests, and here the activity

of mind, the activity of heart, that has been expanding doesn't need to expand any more,

and so the activity rests.  Without fail the ultimately expanded state manifests.  That's the

ultimately large.  The ultimately expanded, , the ultimately large condition manifests, but

here, conversely, now, the minus activity, the contracting activity, we can say, receives

the right to be the leader.  And she wakes up and begins leading in the activity.  

The one who manifests  the ultimately large,  the one who has experienced the

ultimately  large,  is  called  a  Buddha.   But  from that  state  of  the  ultimately  large  the

Dharma activity continues to act, and again does the activity of separating subject and

object.   But  this  time it  is  the minus activity  that  leads,  in  the activity  of separating

subject and object, and therefore when a self manifests, its influenced by the fact that the

minus activity is leading.  This self knows that it must die.  When the birthing activity is

leading and the self manifests, then it manifests in the world of birth.  Conversely, when

the contracting activity is leading the self that is manifesting in this activity is the self that

must  die.   Only human beings  give voice to  their  hatred of the dying activity.   The

Dharma activity itself doesn't say anything like that.

Then, just as inevitably, the Dharma activity will manifest the ultimate point of

contraction, the ultimate point of the activity in which dying is leading.  And that state is

the state of not needing to die any more.  Then the self has arrived at the state of not

needing  to  do  dying  any  more.   When  the  state  of  not  needing  to  die  any  more  is

manifest,  that is when the great cosmos itself has manifested the ultimately small, the

most  infinitesimal.   But  whether  its  the  manifestation  of  the  ultimately  large,  or  the

manifestation of the ultimately small, its the same universe.  I wonder if you understand.

To just say it simply, so that you might get it: the president is a human being and

the beggar is a human being.  The man leads in the manifestation of the ultimately large,
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but if he wasn't helped by his wife, he wouldn't be able to do it.  Conversely, the wife

leads in the process that culminates in the process of the ultimately small, where dying

doesn't need to be done any more.  But just as you would think, she can't get to the place

where she doesn't  need to  do dying anymore  without  the help  of  her  husband.   The

ultimately large state, and the ultimately small state are the same in that they are the

perfect manifestation of zero.  They are perfect zeros.  That means that they are complete.

Perfect.  The origin and the result are zero. 

  The origin is zero and the result is zero.  They're both absolutely the same zero.

This is the conclusion that Buddhism gives when talking about the very nature of this

cosmos.

Watch out though, be careful.   You can't  come to understand this  teaching of

Buddhism if you study it just like an academic study, unquestioningly fixating your "I

am" self.  However, if you do true academic study, and I suppose we can call science true

academic  study,  then  the  conclusion  that  kind  of  study  will  bring  you  to  will  not

contradict this teaching, this fundamental law of nature.

Thinking  about  it  in  this  way,  there  are  a  lot  of  so  called  religious  people,

Ministers and Pastors and Preachers and so forth who are far inferior to scientists.  On the

other hand, there are a lot of fancy PhDs and university professors whose fundamental

ways of being are far inferior to a cook or a waiter or a waitress at a restaurant.  If you are

a waiter or a waitress, and you have a truly spiritual heart, if you are a truly so-called

religious believer, then probably your state of mind, the state of peace of your mind, is far

more peaceful than most university professors.

I've been talking about the Dharma activity.  That is to say the activity of heart.

I've been telling you that it has tatha-gata and tatha-agata both as its content.  If you can

truly manifest the wisdom that knows thoroughly how this activity works, then it can be

said that you have really studied.  If you really get to the bottom of this activity, then you

will see clearly, that there is no such thing and good and evil people.  Christianity talks

about the trinity, and the unification of the trinity.  But Buddhism taught about this 5 or 6

hundred years before the birth of Jesus.  In fact it taught about something a lot better than

the Christian teaching.  We recognize both of the two essential forces.  
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And those two really aren't two, they really are one.  But when those two that are

really  one,  divide  into  two,  when  they  separate  from each  other,  then  three  worlds

manifest.  

This has been talked about in the Buddhists sutras.  That is the world of past,

present and future.  But when past present and future are gone, then zero manifests.  Then

completion  manifests.   I  haven't  really  studied  the  unities  of  the  three  bodies  in

Christianity, but I looked it up in my encyclopedia, and I read a little bit about it, and I

thought:  Well they're trying to say something interesting.  I guess.  What is lacking in the

Christian teaching of the unity of the trinity is the ideal that the origin of all is a will-less

activity that has no consciousness.

In  any  case,  we  read  about  in  the  newspaper,  when  we  reached  the  new

millennium, that the Pope in Rome publicly apologized for all of the persecution that the

Christians have done to the Jewish people over the years.  He said "I repent, I'm sorry".

And that's a wonderful thing that he 

did.  He's a great Pope.  But, you know, why did it take him 2,000 years to wake

up to that.  It's been half a year since the Pope made that confession, or repentance.  And

how about you folks?  Have you repented?  I think it's up to us to do sange thoroughly for

ourselves, and then say to the Pope "I think YOU didn't do it quite enough."  The Pope

did this act of publicly repenting and so we have to affirm him.  We have to not negate

this deed.  

But it seems like all the churches of this world have ignored this.  They're just

going on as they did before without responding to this great act that the Pope did.  It's just

totally disappeared like a candle that was lit and then it melted away.  It's not just the

Jewish people being persecuted and tortured, we have to worry about all  people who

aren't Christian of this world.  Seems like there's this inevitably tendency of people to

think:  "My religion is the best, other religions are terrible."  And then we war about that.

It might sound to you as though I'm starting to talk about something way off track, but it's

actually a very important thing: quite relevant.
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If you substitute God, for Buddha in this phrase of Basso, what he's saying is that

there is no God activity apart from the heart activity.  There is no heart activity apart from

the  God activity.   The  heart  activity  is  always manifesting  God,  the  God activity  is

always manifesting heart.  Basso comes up in a lot of koans.  A few koans down the line

we hear him saying an utterly different answer to the same question.  Instead of saying

"This very heart itself is the Buddha", he says in answer to"What is Buddha?", he says

"No heart, no mind, no Buddha."  I think that's the thirty-fourth case of the Mummonkan,

but here he says "This very mind is the Buddha".  What he was saying in the thirty-fourth

case is that reality is neither mind, nor Buddha.  If we say tat God is reality itself, then

you can't assert your "I am" and still realize that God.  The moment you assert that "I

am", good and evil appear.  And this is what Basso is getting at in this later koan, which I

will talk about more when we actually get to it.  He's saying that that reality itself, the

truth  itself,  is  the  manifestation  of  true  love.   To  manifest  true  love,  according  to

Buddhism, means to totally negate the standpoint of the "I am" self.  That is when reality

manifests.  That's why 

Buddhism says, it's no good just to talk about love.  Don't talk about good and

evil.  God is neither good nor evil.  Because God must be the state that has all good and

all evil as its content.

So this state that has both all of living and all of dying, both all of good and all of

evil, in Buddhism we don't call it God.  In Buddhism don't call it God, we call it the

Dharmakaya.   Dhamakaya has  all  good and bad,  all  living  and dying as  its  content.

That's zero. Though you should know what Buddha means, and what Heart means, and

what  Mind  means,  though  I  suspect  you  understand  in  that  kind  of  not  really

understanding way of understanding, so I'll talk about it again tomorrow.

終

The End
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